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This CD dedication is a thank you to an extraordinary giver 
of love, service, and commitment.

The servant of all is truly the greatest of all. Inspired 
by the Holy Spirit to enter the Jesuits in 1939, Fr. Frank 
Costello, S.J. earned masters and doctorate degrees in 
political science at Fordham and Georgetown Universities. 
Answering the call to teach, he served on the faculty 
at Bellarmine Preparatory, Georgetown and Seattle 
Universities before coming to Gonzaga University in 1969. 
Fr. Costello served a long tenure as chair of the Gonzaga 
Political Science Department. Students remember great 
teachers as guides who make directional changes in their 
lives. Fr. Frank Costello was one such figure for hundreds of 
political science students who studied at Gonzaga in the 
1970s and 1980s. 

“After 70 years, I am so convinced that it was the Lord 
that chose me to do this,” he said. 

“Frank shaped our department’s personality—a 
department that stresses teaching in the broadest 
sense, as a vocation involving the formation of 
character as well as the transmission of infor-
mation. He wanted to make good people even 
more than smart ones. The older members of the 
department owe him much because he helped 
form our characters, too” —Dr. Blaine Garvin

Refusing to accept any recognition for his lifetime of 
contribution, he attributes all his effort to the work of the 
Holy Spirit. Thus, we thank the Holy Spirit for sending such 
special servants like Fr. Frank Costello into our lives. They 
both have made a difference. 

Thayne M. McCulloh, D. Phil. 
President 

Gonzaga University

OF SOLO VOICE AND BAND

The problem is twofold: volume and timbre. 

VOLUME: Solo voices, either men’s or women’s, can man-
age quite well combined with an orchestra, since (with a 
few exceptions) string instruments, while perhaps more 
agile than the human voice and possessing a greater range, 
nevertheless are intrinsically less powerful than the voice. 
A harpsichord continuo played in a vocal recitative causes 
no problems. Both “voices” can be heard without difficulty; 
even multiple strings playing in the background of a vocal 
solo usually fail to overpower the singer. This is odd when 
one considers that the way sound is produced on a string 
instrument—by the production of vibration of a “cord” 
either by plucking or by the bow—is roughly analogous 
to the way a singer’s vocal “cords” or more properly, vocal 
“folds”—produce sound. 

Nevertheless, strings seem to be able to supplement 
the voice without necessarily overpowering it. For exam-
ple, Benjamin Britten’s Les Illuminations is composed for 
soprano (or tenor) soloist and string orchestra. The opening 
movement is conceived as a fanfare for strings supporting 
the soloist in the words:

“J’ai seul la clef de dette parade sauvage.” The strings 
play full volume against this declaration. Simply put: it 
works, either with soprano or tenor soloist. 

But the larger the ensemble, the greater the risk of 
instruments covering up a solo vocal line. In Karl Orff’s 
Carmina Burana, a full symphony orchestra is employed 
(along with two pianos and a strongly augmented per-
cussion section), but the accompaniments to the vocal 
solos—sung by baritone , tenor, and soprano soloists—are 
scrupulously balanced, so that the accompaniment might 
be present but never so much as to interfere with the sing-
ers. The baritone solo “Omnia Sol Temperat” (All Things 



are Tempered by the Sun) is sung against quiet sustained 
chords. Later, the same soloist sings “Estuans Interius” 
(Raging Inwardly) against a galloping rhythm played by the 
strings—a rhythm which provides intensity and momen-
tum, but never to the point of upstaging the soloist by 
excessive volume.

Other examples come to mind. In the Alto Rhapsody, 
composed for contralto solo, men’s chorus, and orchestra, 
Brahms took pains to ensure that the alto soloist’s voice 
would never compete either with the men’s chorus or the 
orchestra. The orchestration of the Alto Rhapsody could 
almost be described as chaste, for there are no trumpets, 
no timpani, and no trombones—the latter being an instru-
ment which Brahms would employ with increased frequen-
cy in later works but clearly one which had no place here. 
Brass, in the Alto Rhapsody, is reduced to the traditional 
two horns of earlier orchestras, and the ensemble, while 
not a chamber orchestra in the strictest sense, nevertheless 
is called upon to play as one. There are a few sections of 
the work where the orchestra is in “full cry”, but the scoring 
has the orchestral strings playing in a considerably higher 
range than that of the singer. The contrast works, and the 
singer is heard. 

The rule would seem to be that of balance and con-
trast, i.e., never have the soloist try to compete sonically 
with an entire orchestra, but rather each should keep out 
of the other’s way. The ensemble can play powerfully when 
the soloist isn’t singing or can play moving lines that never 
linger too much or too often in the singer’s register. 

As for an ensemble made entirely of wind instruments, 
or winds and percussion, the same problems of scoring 
arise, along with other difficulties, such as the obvious 
concerns about volume. Wind instruments are designed to 
produce great volume from instruments of comparatively 
small size; at least small when compared to instruments like 

cellos and string-basses. Several wind instruments, playing 
at what most listeners would consider to be a modest 
volume, nevertheless have the ability to overwhelm a 
singer if the players aren’t sensitive to the volume of their 
instrument.

In Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni, Act II, Scene V, there 
is the famous “Banquet Scene” where Mozart chose to 
iinclude live musicians playing on stage in a small ensemble 
of wind players known at the time as a harmonie. These 
onstage musicians play airs and recognizable melodies from 
contemporary operas as nothing less than dinner music. At 
one point, Mozart even has them playing the aria “Non piu 
andrai” from his earlier opera “La nozze di Fiaro”, and upon 
hearing it, Don Giovanni’s servant Leporello makes the 
droll announcement “Questa poi la conosoco pur troppo.” 
(“I know that song only too well.”) But sung statements, 
such as Leporello’s, happen in rests or sustained notes in 
the music played by the harmonie. The winds and voices 
achieve balance—not surprisingly—since the small ensem-
ble probably consisted of little more than flutes, oboes, a 
horn or two, and bassoons.

Mozart’s Requiem, composed close to the same time 
as Don Giovanni, featured a solo tenor trombone in the 
“Tuba Mirum”, during the fourth movement of the work. 
A trombone solo is played as a duo with a baritone, and 
later, a tenor soloist. Even though trombones in the late 
18th century didn’t have the power of today’s instruments, 
Mozart skillfully wrote a part that never shouldered 
aside the vocal soloists. With the baritone, the singer and 
trombone soloist often trade off the complexity of their 
respective musical lines; with the tenor, the trombone plays 
sustained notes that “support” the tenor’s solo.

Just over ninety years later, Anton Bruckner’s Mass in 
E-minor employed wind instruments as the accompani-
ment for a choir. Wind instruments were chosen because 



the initial performance was to be held outdoors. The 
instrumentation consisted of 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bas-
soons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, and 3 trombones; a potentially 
powerful combination of wind instruments, but seldom 
scored to play at full volume against the choir. Of course, 
the choir’s size is limited by taste and necessity. The balance 
works, or is reasonably simple to achieve. 

It hardly seems necessary to mention the operas of 
Richard Wagner and his augmented wind sections, partic-
ularly in the four operas of the Ring Cycle. The orchestra’s 
under-the-stage placement in the Bayreuth Festspielhaus, 
served to mitigate the volume of the wind instrument; even 
so, the solos in the Ring operas demand great endurance 
and projection on the part of the vocal soloists. 

All of the aforementioned examples have involved 
continuo, symphony orchestras of different sizes, or mod-
est wind ensembles. A vocalist performing with a band, 
particularly the concert band of today, with its augmented 
winds and extended percussion sections, is presented with 
additional challenges beyond that of volume.

TIMBRE presents particular issues within the band. The 
contemporary concert band (along with bands of the past) 
consists of more than a few instruments having a timbre 
roughly akin to that of the human voice, particularly the 
male voice. 

When John Philip Sousa’s band toured the nation a 
century ago, they performed in places where people living 
far from any city with a symphony orchestra seldom had 
the opportunity to hear live symphonic music. The Sousa 
Band played transcriptions of major orchestral works and 
also performed music from the operas of the day, with 
vocal soloists singing the famous arias. Sousa had various 
illustrious sopranos in the band: women like Marcella Lindh, 
Virginia Root, Estelle Lierbling, and Marjorie Moody. Sousa 

was careful to “pare down” his band when featuring these 
singers, especially in the days before electronic amplifica-
tion. The problem of volume was addressed, but also that 
of timbre: Loud instruments with a normally high tessitura 
wouldn’t be included in the scoring of a Sousa transcription 
for soprano and band.

On the other hand, contemporary composers writing 
music to be played against a sung or spoken part by a male 
voice know to be careful when writing for the bassoon, 
an instrument with a timbre that can easily blend with 
and muffle a man’s voice when heard at the same time. 
Other instruments of the band—multiple trombones and 
euphoniums, plus the larger saxophones—also possess this 
quality and present the same difficulties when used against 
the voice. 

An example is Randall Thompson’s The Testament of 
Freedom, composed in 1943, with text by Thomas Jefferson. 
It originally was composed for men’s chorus and piano, 
with Thompson later transcribing the piano part for string 
orchestra. Strings and men’s voices sound well together, 
but a patriotic piece of this kind naturally lends itself to 
performances by military bands, particularly those bands 
which also have a chorus. The band transcriptions of this 
piece have been especially challenging, both to the chorus 
and the players: the members of the band might justly 
complain about having to “inhale” their parts, since even a 
moderate level of volume in the band easily can overcome 
a men’s chorus, regardless of its size, and the instrumental 
timbre within the tenor-and-bass-voiced wind instruments 
can easily muffle and “blunt” any distinctiveness of the 
sung text. 

It remains true that contemporary works for band 
and solo voice have been few and far between. There have 
been a few exceptions, notably Norman Dello Joio’s Songs 
of Abelard (composed in 1969 for band and either solo 



baritone or solo mezzo-soprano); a splendid work master-
fully combining winds and percussion with a vocal soloist.

In conclusion, correct volume and timbre are two 
qualities that are essential for creating the correct balance 
between the singer and the band. 

The challenge of composing successful music for 
band and solo voice is most assuredly met with the lat-
est live recording by William Drury and the Symphonic 
Winds of the New England Conservatory of Music; a 
recording of music by the award winning American 
composer, Richard Toensing. The music, composed for 
high soprano (Whitman Tropes), mezzo-soprano (Night 
Songs and Evening Prayers) and wind ensemble, presents 
new, challenging, and at times enchanting works for voice 
and band. The works represent some of the last works of 
Richard Toensing’s musical output. His musical influences 
were varied. From the Musica Russica website, we learn: 
Richard Toensing, born in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1940, was 
raised in the Lutheran faith. Toensing converted to the 
Eastern Orthodox Church in 1997, part of a long journey 
begun when he was a teenager. Initially drawn to the 
Orthodoxy through its holy art—the gold leafed icons of 
Byzantium and the sonorous choral music of the Russian 
church—Toensing became fascinated with Orthodoxy’s 
rich traditions, centuries-long continuity, and ultimately, its 
teachings. The Kontakion on the Nativity of Christ, written 
for Cappella Romana in 2007, is the most Orthodox of 
all Toensing’s works. The traditional tonal formula of the 
Russian “Greek” chant, the mystical nature of St. Romanos’ 
text, at once both intimate and powerful, and the 
Orthodox tradition of double-choir writing combine with 
21st century choral textures to create a deeply felt work 
rooted in the tradition, yet new in many significant ways. 

Although the music in this recording is not necessarily 
of an “orthodox” nature, it nevertheless effectively and 

at times powerfully expresses the personality of a man of 
deep spiritual convictions. 

The compositions in this recording—Evening Prayers, 
Whitman Tropes, and Night Songs—are works of the 
highest order for both the band and the soloists. The New 
England Conservatory Symphonic Winds (made up primar-
ily of freshman and sophomores) possess musical expecta-
tions and standards every bit as demanding as that of any 
major symphony orchestra, and the players in the crack 
ensemble are more than equal to the task. Toensing’s muse 
is an ambitious and generous one; the music demands 
doublings within all of the woodwinds, extra high brass 
voices with different mutes throughout the pieces and four 
separate percussion stations where each player is called 
upon to perform on multiple instruments. A harp, piano, 
and celesta are included in the score, as well as a synthesiz-
er. Within it all, Toensing shows himself to be a master of 
all the sonic possibilities available to him—his sonic palate 
is formidable.

The music composed for the soloists (Erica Washburn 
and Bethany Worrell) requires an extreme competence of 
musicianship, mastery of varieties of style (including some 
vocal techniques not often encountered in works for voice 
and band), and a great sensitivity to the texts. At times, 
the soloist’s voice floats with an effortless quality above 
the band. Elsewhere in the music, her voice blazes through 
to the listener in a tightly-focused stream, while there also 
are moments where she actually shoulders aside the music 
surrounding her, a voice demanding to be heard. •



EVENING PRAYERS

This work places different demands upon the performers 
than Whitman Tropes, particularly the soprano soloist. 
She sings in a meditative fashion, with words beseeching 
succor from her Lord and Savior, mixed with words asking 
that the coming night be a peaceful one. Against this, the 
band moves—often with great suddenness and agility—in 
moments of power, often fading like echoes. 

The singer invokes the praise God receives from the 
Cherubim and Seraphim. Here one must bear in mind 
that the “Cherubim” of the Bible are not the fat, baby-ish 
things as so often they are portrayed, but take their name 
from the Hebrew “Kherub”, which has the same root 
as “Gryphon”—quite a different matter altogether! It is 
here that members of the Symphonic Winds perform as 
prodigies on their instruments, with section voices heard 
in extremes of range and volume and other times played 
in barely-audible fashion against a shimmer of background 
sound. 

The music rises in an arch during the section of praise 
by the Cherubim and Seraphim but subsides briefly as the 
singer—or perhaps better, the petitioner—implores the 
intercession of the Blessed Virgin, the Martyrs who have 
gone before, and others of the Hosts of Heaven. Then the 
immense power returns as the singer, grown confident in 
her salvation, declares “Holy, Holy, Thrice Holy!” After this, 
the music quietly settles into the background as flutes and 
low woodwinds support the singer in a brief “Amen,” and 
the work ends in a whisper. •

WHITMAN TROPES

In the context of this music, “trope” refers to the practice 
in the Medieval Roman Catholic Church of texts that 
were more-or-less “embroidered onto” the received text of 

portions of the Mass sung as plainchant. The Mass opens 
with “Kyrie Eleison, Christe Eleison, Kyrie Eleison” (“God 
have mercy upon us, Christ have mercy upon us, God have 
mercy upon us”). A trope might include such words as 
“God, Creator of all, Father of all mercies, Preserver of all 
people, have mercy upon us.” The added “material,’” if one 
may describe it thus, would not necessarily add a different 
meaning to the text, but over time it became apparent—at 
least to the Church Fathers—that a great deal, perhaps 
too much, of this embroidery was happening. Finally the 
Council of Trent (lasting from 1545 to 1563) removed 
tropes and the practice of adding works to the Mass, how-
ever appropriate they might have seemed to some. 

In Whitman Tropes, Toensing revisits the ancient 
practice of embroidering text upon Scripture: in this 
instance, employing words of the American poet, Walt 
Whitman (1819-1892). Much of Whitman’s poesy has been 
set to music—Hindemith’s setting of When lilacs Last in 
the Dooryard Bloom’d is perhaps the most well known 
example—but Toensing chose extracts from Whitman’s 
Specimen Days. This “ jumble” (as Whitman describes it) 
of both prose and poems, is a later work of Whitman’s 
and something of an autobiography of the poet; indeed, it 
perhaps is the closest we have to an actual Walt Whitman 
autobiography. Published in 1882, but containing material 
written as early as during the years of the American Civil 
War, Specimen Days contains poems which, among other 
things, maintain the quality of earlier Whitman poetry. 
Toensing juxtaposes text from Psalm 148 in the Old 
Testament (as well as a brief quotation from Psalm 104) 
with words from Whitman. The work is in five parts, with 
a quotation from Psalm 148 immediately followed by, and 
sometimes blended with, Whitman’s verse. 

Although it is not known when the psalm was written, 
nor who wrote it, Psalm 148 is the third “hallelujah” psalm, 



a psalm calling upon the reader to give praise to God, 
primarily for His creation. The flow of the Biblical text into 
that of Whitman’s is achieved in a smooth and seamless 
manner, with the soloist singing the sacred text and then 
expressing the works of a man who, while not Christian in 
the sense that word was understood in his day, expressed 
his thoughts and feelings in an elaborate, but still strikingly 
similar, manner. 

The music deftly matches the text, moving from 
moments of quiet, barely suppressed ecstasy to outbursts 
of joy; from the quiet of the dawn to the building of storms 
and great winds. The work concludes with a bold, forth-
right declaration of praise from Psalm 104, the band joining 
with the soloist in music well-fitted to the words:

O Lord, how manifold are thy works, in wisdom hast 
thou made them all!  •

NIGHT SONGS

Music inspired by and about the Night, with a capital “N”—
or if one might dare say it, “Music of the Night,” is a form of 
musical composition that never grows old, and one which 
has found place throughout history.

Richard Toensing’s Night Songs is a fresh and significant 
offering in the world of band music. Composed for high 
soprano and wind ensemble, Night Songs makes profound 
demands on soloist and ensemble. Contrasting moods, 
effortless-sounding vocal lines (that most assuredly are 
not given without effort!!) and a generous musical palette 
requiring the utmost control and musical maturity from 
the wind ensemble combine in a work that is magisterial in 
scope and yet also unpretentious in character. 

It must be realized that music for band dealing with 
the night is not new. The English composer Gustav Holst 
composed his Moorside Suite in 1928 as the test piece for 

a British brass band competition. Although not written for 
a band in the sense of Toensing’s music, this seminal brass 
band piece contains Nocturne for its middle movement, 
and it reveals how brass indeed can play with the subtlety 
and nuance that the title of Nocturne requires. (Holst later 
scored the Moorside Suite for full concert band, and it 
occasionally is heard in this version.) 

More recently, Martin Ellerby’s band work New World 
Dances, composed in 1998, includes a middle movement, 
entitled “Moon Dance,” that while brief, nevertheless is one 
of the most evocative pieces of night music ever composed 
for wind and percussion. 

There is a kinship between the pieces mentioned 
above and Night Songs. It is striking that Toensing avoids 
in his music such aspects of the night as the fears that 
darkness can engender—of the dangerous creatures, real 
or imagined—that claim the night as their own. Rather, 
there is a certain chasteness in this extensive work; praise, 
either to God or nature, is present, as is love, both fulfilled 
and unrequited. Toensing’s Orthodox faith is represented 
here in texts taken from the Great Compline and also the 
Old Testament; texts which often serve to link movements 
together. Joy, peace, resignation, all given “under the cover 
of darkness” are found here in texts and verses from an 
abundance of differing sources. 

As a night piece for instrumental ensemble and solo 
voice, there are moments here which will remind the 
listener of Britten’s Serenade For Tenor, Horn and Strings. 
Yet, in the Serenade, if only in the poems “The Sick Rose” 
and “Lyke-Wake Dirge,” Britten evokes several of the more 
disquieting qualities the nighttime can inspire.

A more just and appropriate companion piece to 
Night Songs might be Howard Hanson’s later work Lumen 
In Christo, where, paradoxically, the texts all are based on 
and proceed from the subject of light. Yet the two pieces 



share more than simply an opposite starting point, for the 
feelings expressed in both tend to be restrained with only 
the occasional breaking forth of power. Even so, there is an 
emotion, great and heartfelt, found in both works. 

Finally, text contributions of great diversity and 
contrast are presented. Among the more secular ones are 
poems by Melvin Crane, D.H. Lawrence, Carl Sandburg, and 
Wendell Berry. Among the sacred offerings are texts taken 
from the Book of Psalms, the Song of Solomon, and the 
works of various saints. •

Notes by Jeff Bowell

I would also like to extend my deep appreciation to 
Michael Leiserson, Fr. Mike Connolly SJ., and Steve Barranco, 
who were teachers of mine of mine at Gonzaga University. 
They inspired me to a lifetime of learning.

Bill Drury

Evening Prayers
Now that the day has come to the close,
I thank thee O lord, and ask that the ev’ning with the night be 

without sin;
Grant this to me, O Savior, and save me

Now that the day has passed, I gorify thee, O Master,
And ask that the ev’ning with the night be without fence;
Grant this to me, O Savior, and save me. 

Now that the day has run its course, I praise thee, O Holy One, 
and I ask 

that the ev’ning with the night may be undisturbed;
Grant this to me, O Savior, and save me. 

With never silent hymns the bodiless pow’rs of the Cherubim 
glorify Thee, 

With never ceasing voices the six winged Seraphim extol Thee 
with thrice holy songs

 all the host of angels praise Thee
For thou art the Father before all ages,and hast with thee thy 

Son, who is also everlasting.
And thou has also the Spirit of life, co-equal in honor, and 

showest forth the undivided Trinity.

O all holy virgin, Mother of God, and ye eye witnesses and 
servants of the Word; 

With all the choirs of the prophets and martyrs who have 
attain’d unto life immortal; Intercede fervently for us all,

for we are in distress;
That being delivered from the wiles of the evil one,
We may loudly sing the angelic song:

Holy, holy, holy, thrice holy Lord,
Have mercy on us and save us. 

Amen.



The Whitman Tropes
Psalm 148, part 1

Alleluia. Praise the Lord from the heavens,
Praise Him in the heights!
Praise Him, all his angels,
Praise Him, all his hosts!
Praise Him, sun and moon,
Praise Him, all ye stars of light!

Trope 1

A large part of the sky was just laid
in great splashes of phosphorus . . . 
You could look deeper in, farther through, than usual.
The orbs as thick as heads of wheat in a field. . . .
Now indeed, if never before, the heavens declared the glory 

of God.

Psalm 148, part 2

Praise Him, you heavens of heavens,
and you waters that are above the heavens.
Let them praise the name of the Lord,
for He commanded and they were created,
He established them forever and ever,
He made a decree which shall not pass away.
Praise the Lord from the earth. . . .

Trope 2

In the soft rose and pale gold of the declining light,
I heard the first hum and preparation of awakening spring.
Very faint, whether in the earth, or roots,
or starting of insects, I know not,
but it was audible. . . .
Psalm 148, part 3
Praise Him, you great sea monsters and all deeps,
Fire, hail, snow and clouds,

Trope 3

A snowstorm in the morning, and continuing most of the day.
No wind, yet the musical low murmur through the pines,
quite pronounced, curious, like waterfalls,
now still’d, now pouring again.

Ev’ry snowflake lay where it fell on the evergreens, holly-trees, 
laurels,

the multitudinous leaves and branches piled, bulging white,
defined by edge-lines of emerald,
tall straight columns of the bountiful bronze-topt pines,
a slight resinous odor blending with that of the snow.

Psalm 148, part 4

Praise ye Him, storm and wind, fulfilling his word. . . .

Trope 4

Three or four great black clouds suddenly rose,
seemingly from different points,
and sweeping with broad swirls of wind . . .
Underspread the orbs from view everywhere,
and indicated a violent heat-storm. . . .

Psalm 148, part 5

Let them praise the name of the Lord,
for His name alone is exalted,
His glory is above the earth and heaven.

Trope 5

This morning, between one and two hours before sunrise,
a spectacle wrought on the same background, but of quite 

different beauty and meaning . . .
The moon, well up in the heavens, and past her half, is shining 

brightly,
The earth and sky of that cynical-clear, Minerva-like quality, 

virgin cool,
Ev’ry star now clear-cut, showing for just what it is, there in the 

colorless ether. . . . 
Preceded by an immense start, almost unearthly in its effusion 

of white splendor,
with two or three long unequal spoke-rays of diamond radiance,
shedding down through the fresh morning air below—
an hour of this, and then the sunrise.

Coda (Psalm 104:24)
O Lord, how manifold are thy works, in wisdom hast thou made 

them all!



Night Songs
I. Hymn to Night

Now it grows dark, 
Red goes,
Out of the rose;
Out of the lawn
Green’s withdrawn;
Each buttercup now yields
Its glow from blurring fields;
Larkspur and sky surrender
Blue wonder . . .
Now sheltering dusk
Shepherd of color and light for dawns unending,
Tends the holy task.

Praise be to black, the benign,
No longer malign,
Prolonger of days!
Praise the preserver of shine,
The keeper of blaze!

Praise Night
Forever praise
Savior Night,
Who surely stays
The arm of time,
Who guard the flame,
Who hoard the light. 

Praised be the Night.
Melville Cane

II. Let My Prayer Arise

Let my prayer arise in thy sight as incense:
And let the lifting up of my hands be an evening sacrifice.

Psalm 141:2

III. Aware

Slowly the moon is rising out of the ruddy haze,
Divesting herself of her golden shift and so
Emerging white and exquisite: and I in amaze
See in the sky before me a woman I did not know
I loved; but there she goes, and her beauty hurts my heart;
I follow her down the night, begging her not to depart.

D.H. Lawrence

IV. Wann Unsre Augen / When our eyes

Wann unsre Augen schlafen ein,
When our eyes close in sleep

Herr, laß die Herzen wacker sein,
Lord, let our hearts remain awake.

Halt’ über uns die rechte Hand,
Hold over us your right hand,

Daß wir nicht fall’n in Sünd’ und Schand’.
That we not fall in sin and shame.

Anonymous 

V.  Hymn XXV (Fragment I)

O joyous light, O dancing fire, 
O swirling of flame in me, unworthy one,
Flowing from You and your glory!
Bowing down to You, I give You thanks,
For You granted me
This much to know of Your celestial power! 
Thanks I give unto You,
For You revealed Yourself unto me,
The one who sits in darkness.
You illumined me,
You granted me to see,
The light of Your countenance,
Unapproachable by all.

St. Symeon the New Theologian  
(Translation Dr. Ed Miller and R.T.)



VI. Song of Solomon 3:1–2

Upon my bed at night,
I sought him whom my soul loves;
I sought him, but I found not;
I called him, but he gave no answer.
“I will arise now, and go about the city,
In the streets and in the squares;
I will seek him whom my soul loves.”
I sought him, but I found him not.

Song of Solomon 3:1–2

VII. Ubodili tebya na rassvetyeh / At dawn they came 
and took you away

Ubodili tebya na rassvetyeh
At dawn they came and took you away.

Za toboï, kak na vuinose, shla,
Like a pallbearer, I followed behind.

V temnoi gornitseh plakali deti
In the dark room the children cried,

u bozhnitsui svecha opluila.
And the holy candle guttered.

Na gubakh’ tvoikh’ kholod ikonki.
Your lips were cold as an icon,

Smertnui pot na chele . . . Nyeh zabuit’!
A death-sweat was on your brow—I won’t forget!

Budu ya, kak Streletskiye zhonki
But like the wives of the Streltsy*

Pod Kremlevskimi bashnyami vuit’.
I’ll stand and howl under the Kremlin towers)

Anna Akhmatova

VIII. Why is Light Given

Why is light given to him that is in misery, and life to the bitter 
in soul, who longs for death, but it comes not, and dig for 
it more than for hidden treasures; who rejoice exceedingly, 
and are glad when they find the grave? Why is light given to 
a man whose way is hid, whom God has hedged in? For my 
sighing comes as my bread, and my groanings are poured out 
like water. For the thing that I fear comes upon me, and that 
which I dread befalls me. I am not at ease, nor am I quiet; I 
have no rest, but trouble comes.

Job 3:20–26

IX. Tikho liostya tikhii Don / Quietly flows the quiet Don

Tikho liostya tikhii Don, 
Quietly flows the quiet Don,

Zheltuii mesyats vkhodit v dom.
Into my house comes the yellow moon,

Vkhodit v shapke nabekren’
Coming with its cap askew,

Vidit zheltuii mesyats ten’.
The yellow moon sees a shadow.

Eta zhentshina bol’na
This woman is sick.

Eta zhentshina odna,
This woman is alone,

Muzh v mogilyeh, suïn v tyoormyeh
With a husband in the grave, a son in prison,

Pomolites’ obo mnyeh
Pray for me.

Anna Akhmatova



X. The Peace of Wild Things

When despair for the world grows in me
And I wake in the night at the least sound
In fear of what my life and my children’s lives may be,
I go and lie down where the wood drake
Rests in his beauty upon the water, and the great heron feeds.
I come into the peace of wild things
Who do not tax their lives with forethought
Of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 
And I feel above me the day-blind stars
Waiting with their light. For a time
I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.

Wendell Berry

. . . And let the lifting up of my hands be an evening sacrifice.

XI. Hymn XXV (Fragment II)

I remained, sitting in the darkness, I know.
And You appeared as light, illuminating me by the fullness of 

Your light.
And I became as light in the night, I , in the midst of darkness 

bound. 
The darkness did not quench Your light,
The light did not expel the dark,
But they were there together.
Unconfused,
Separate,
Distant from each other,
Unmingled certainly.
Except, I saw, where they filled all things together.
Thus I am in the light, while in the midst of light. 
Amidst the light!
Amidst the darkness!
Who will give me, in the darkness,
To find the light which the dark cannot admit?
For how will the dark admit the light,
And still remain in the dark?
O awesome wonder,
Which now I see,
Doubly by my eyes,
Of the body and of the soul!

St. Symeon the New Theologian  
(Translation: Dr. Ed Miller and R.T.)

XII. Peace, Night, Sleep

“You shall have peace with night and sleep.
It was written in the creep of the mist,
In the open doors of night horizons.
Peace, night, sleep, all go together.
In the forgetting of the frogs and the sun,
In the losing of the grackle’s off cry
And the call of the bird whose name is gone—
You shall have peace; the mist creeps, the doors open.
Let night, let sleep, have their way.”

Carl Sandberg

XIII. Epilogue

Let my prayer arise in thy sight as incense,
And let the lifting up of my hands be an evening sacrifice.
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NIGHT SONGS
Evening Prayers 7:45

Erica Washburn, soloist

Whitman Tropes
Bethany Worrell, soloist

I. Psalm 148, part 1 1:28
II. Trope 1 2:06
III. Psalm, 148, part 2 2:09
IV. Trope 2 2:04
V. Psalm 148, part 3 0:44
VI. Trope 3 3:57
VII. Psalm 148, part 4 0:24
VIII. Trope 4 2:23
IX. Psalm 148, part 5 1:19
X. Trope 5 4:27
XI. Coda (Ps. 104:24) 1:43

Night Songs
Erica Washburn, soloist

I. Hymn to the Night MELVILLE CANE 6:06
II. Let My Prayer Arise PSALM 141:1–2 1:58
III. Aware D.H.LAWRENCE 3:16
IV. Wann Unsre Augen HEINRICH SCHUTZ 1:14
V. O Joyous Light ST. SYMEON THE NEW THEOLOGIAN 4:46
VI. Upon My Bed at Night SONG OF SONGS 3:1–2 2:32
VII. Ubodili tebya na rassvetyeh ANNA AKHMATOVA 1:45
VIII. Why Is Light Given?  JOB 3:20–26 5:27
IX. Tikho liostya tikhii Don ANNA AKHMATOVA   1:48

HRH Katherine Althen, Alto Flute solo
X. The Peace of Wild Things WENDELL BERRY  6:42
XI. Peace, Night, Sleep CARL SANDBURG 3:38
XII. Epilogue 2:01
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1. Evening Prayers 7:45
Erica Washburn, soloist

Whitman Tropes
Bethany Worrell, soloist

2. I. Psalm 148, part 1 1:28
3. II.  Trope 1 2:06
4. III. Psalm, 148, part 2 2:09
5. IV. Trope 2 2:04
6. V. Psalm 148, part 3 0:44
7. VI. Trope 3 3:57
8. VII. Psalm 148, part 4 0:24
9. VIII. Trope 4 2:23

10. IX. Psalm 148, part 5 1:19
11. X. Trope 5 4:27
12. XI. Coda (Ps. 104:24) 1:43

Night Songs
Erica Washburn, soloist

13. I. Hymn to the Night MELVILLE CANE 6:06
14. II.  Let My Prayer Arise PSALM 141:1–2 1:58
15. III. Aware D.H.LAWRENCE 3:16
16. IV. Wann Unsre Augen HEINRICH SCHUTZ 1:14
17. V. O Joyous Light ST. SYMEON THE NEW THEOLOGIAN 4:46
18. VI. Upon My Bed at Night SONG OF SONGS 3:1–2 2:32
19. VII. Ubodili tebya na rassvetyeh ANNA AKHMATOVA 1:45
20. VIII. Why Is Light Given?  JOB 3:20–26 5:27
21. IX. Tikho liostya tikhii Don ANNA AKHMATOVA   1:48

HRH Katherine Althen, Alto Flute solo
22. X. The Peace of Wild Things WENDELL BERRY  6:42
23. XI. Peace, Night, Sleep CARL SANDBURG 3:38
24. XII. Epilogue 2:01
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